Classes and Custom Programs
You don’t have to wait for a class to come along to enroll your little learner in a Little Medical School program. We offer an endless variety of custom programs for virtually any occasion, group or organization. And the best part is, we come to you!

Summer Camp
After School Programs
In-school Field Trips
Girl Scout Badges
Preschool Classes
Evening/Weekend Classes

Our Mission
The mission of Little Medical School® is to educate young children with practical, lifelong knowledge, about medicine, science and the importance of health, while exploring career possibilities in healthcare. Our goal is to inspire the next generation of healthcare providers that will transform the health of the world!

LMS teaches kids to ask questions, do research on what may be wrong with the patient, and draw conclusions to properly analyze the diagnosis. LMS utilizes tools, activities, and the scientific process to effectively convey the health sciences to children.

Academic Knowledge and Skills Alignment with our Programs:
Little Medical School provides key elements of curriculum for your students that follow State academic standards and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) requirements.

Here are few academic skills (and examples) that are taught in our programs:

Language Arts: Reading (workbooks) - Writing (medical topics)
- Vocabulary (medical terms) - Speaking (strongly encouraged)
- Listening (active)

Math: Counting (heartbeats per minute) - Comparing numbers (blood pressure) - Measuring (distance, volume, weight) - Time (recording heartbeats per minute) - Word problems - Addition/Subtraction
- Multiplication/Division - Graphs (of medical data)

Science: Human Biology (organs, muscles, bones, blood)
- Zoology (veterinary care) - Botany (poison ivy, oak, sumac)
- Earth Science (tomatoes, hurricanes, floods, wildfires) - Nutrition
- CPR - First Aid

Health: Basic rules of taking medicine; How to prevent disease or illness; How to be safe and get help in an emergency; Basic internal & external structures of body

Additional Information:
Class Size: For standard programs, typically minimum of 6 students, max of 12 per instructor
Costs: vary dependent on program and customization. Contact us for pricing.

410-994-8494
bmore@littlemedicalschool.com
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